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Strong together: The International Air Cargo Association (TIACA) and
the transport logistic exhibitions of Messe München
TIACA's Air Cargo Forum will be held every two years in Miami, USA
The partnership also includes the global transport logistic network

A global trade fair network for airfreight: shortly after the purchase of air
cargo India and air cargo Africa, Messe München signed a Memorandum of
Understanding with The International Air Cargo Association (TIACA), USA.
In the future, both partners will jointly host the Air Cargo Forum and Exhibitions, and TIACA will also support the worldwide airfreight network
within the transport logistic exhibitions in Europe, China, India and South
Africa.
"With our partners, we now offer the airfreight industry six events around the
globe within our transport logistic trade fair network,” Gerhard Gerritzen explained, Member of the Management Board of Messe München. The events will
be held in alternate years in Munich and Shanghai as well as in Mumbai and Johannesburg, in the fall in even years in Miami and annually in Istanbul. "This frequency allows our customers to participate in Air Cargo events at all relevant locations.” Messe München will handle organization for the Air Cargo Forum,
which will be firmly established in Miami in the future. The aim is also to gain
new groups of visitors, especially from the shipping industry.
Content-related expertise, trade fair know-how and bundled networks
"The Air Cargo Forum (ACF) is being strengthened by its partnership with globally operating Messe München, while at the same time retaining its own look,"
Steven Polmans, TIACA Vice Chairman, stated. "In the future we will be jointly
responsible for the conceptual orientation of the ACF. At the same time, we are
contributing our content-related expertise as a strategic partner to all transport
logistic trade fairs.“ As an association, TIACA will independently continue to conduct executive summits for the air cargo industry in international markets.
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Messe München and TIACA concluded their partnership at the Air Cargo Forum
in Toronto. From left: Dr. Robert Schönberger, Exhibition Group Director of
transport logistic exhibitions; Steven Polmans, TIACA Vice Chairman and Head
of Cargo Brussels Airport Company; Sebastiaan Scholte, TIACA Chairman and
CEO Jan de Rijk Logistics, Gerhard Gerritzen, Member of the Management
Board of Messe München.
Additional information is available at: www.transportlogistic.de ; http://tiaca.org
transport logistic Worldwide
The international industry network of transport logistic consists of eight events. In addition to the
leading international trade fair transport logistic in Munich, there are three events in China. Messe
München organizes transport logistic China every two years, and it also holds the transport logistic
China Forum in alternating years, both in Shanghai. In addition, there is a partnership with the
China International Transportation & Logistics Expo in Hangzhou, an event of the Chinese logistics
association CCTA. In India, transport logistic India @ CTL is organized in cooperation with Exim
India and takes place every two years in Mumbai. In Turkey, Messe München and EKO Fair Limited jointly hold the logitrans International Transport Logistics Exhibition in Istanbul.
Messe München
Messe München is one of the leading exhibition organizers worldwide with more than 50 of its own
trade shows for capital goods, consumer goods and new technologies. Every year, a total of over
50,000 exhibitors and around three million visitors take part in more than 200 events at the exhibition center in Munich, at the ICM – Internationales Congress Center Mün-chen and the MOC
Veranstal-tungscenter München as well as abroad. Together with its subsidiary companies, Messe
München organizes trade shows in China, India, Brazil, Russia, Turkey, South Africa, Nigeria, Vietnam and Iran. With a network of associated companies in Europe, Asia, Africa and South America as well as around 70 representations abroad for over 100 countries, Messe München has a
global presence.
About TIACA
The International Air Cargo Association (TIACA) is the only organization representing all segments
of the air freight supply chain. Our not-for-profit association supports, informs, and connects companies and organizations of all sizes with the aim of developing an efficient, modern, and unified
air cargo industry worldwide. We host two major events, the biennial Air Cargo Forum and the biennial Executive Summit, as well as organizing training and career development programs. Our
headquater is located in Miami, Florida, USA.

